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The Erdnaseum Edition of "The Expert at the Card Table" presents S.W. Erdnase's classic
treatise on card manipulation, and preserves all the quirks of the 1902 First Edition text. The
result of hundreds of hours of research and design, the Erdnaseum Edition eBook features:* a
fully functional, complete Table of Contents and NavPlan* replicas of the original Contents
pages, copyright page, and title page* all 101 original illustrations, remastered and undoctored*
a new Foreword and Errata section detailing errors of descriptionThis special deluxe edition has
been meticulously edited by Marty Demarest for publication by Charles & Wonder, and has been
prepared with vigilant, unsparing attention to detail. Easier to study than ever before, this time-
tested classic will enchant fans new and old well into the 21st Century.

Do museum visitors even read wall labels anymore? And if they do, how can writers make these
short texts engaging and educational at once? Exhibit Labels: An Interpretive Approach takes an
optimistic approach to answering these questions, positing that wall text can indeed be effective
when well written and smartly designed. . . .Throughout, author Beverly Serrell shares her
insights from nearly four decades of providing advice on exhibits for all manner of museums. ―
MuseumIt is not hard to see why this book has remained popular for almost twenty years.
Though lengthy, the author practices what she preaches: text is succinct and relevant;
conclusions are evidence-based and often thought-provoking. Following Serrell’s guidelines,
museums are capable of creating a multimedia experience for visitors akin to an interactive
documentary. Anyone needing to write interpretive labels for an exhibit obviously will find this
book immensely valuable, but even educators not involved in museum work might find this an
interesting look at other ways of presenting information in a visual, verbal, and engaging way. ―
VOYAThe museum world owes a great debt to Ms. Serrell for her disciplined, passionate
advocacy of excellence in exhibit writing. . . .Serrell’s book will always have an honored place on
my bookshelf. Like all technical manuals—and this is one of the best I’ve seen—it must be
studied and digested, added to the internal toolkit, then forgotten in the joy of crafting sentences
that sing, and in the deep satisfaction of finding the right word in the right place, for the right
reasons. ― ExhibitionSerrell has published her finest work in this second edition of Exhibit
Labels. Even the most casual reader will be impressed with: the comprehensive treatment of
exhibit labels, the expansive inclusion of literature, and the excellent description of best
practices in museum exhibition development. The first edition of Exhibit Labels is still considered
the authority on designing labels; this new edition goes well beyond this accomplishment and
will no doubt be considered far-and-away the best standard for exhibit label design. Any serious
reader will find a plethora of primary source references to explore, an easy-to-read manual for
exhibit label development, and an optimistic philosophy that includes the belief that visitors do



read labels if they are well designed, and that labels do really make a difference for the visitor
experience.-- Stephen Bitgood, professor emeritus of psychology, Jacksonville State University
and author of Social Design in Museums: The Psychology of Visitor Studies, Volumes I and
IISerrell has published her finest work in this second edition of Exhibit Labels. Even the most
casual reader will be impressed with: the comprehensive treatment of exhibit labels, the
expansive inclusion of literature, and the excellent description of best practices in museum
exhibition development. The first edition of Exhibit Labels is still considered the authority on
designing labels; this new edition goes well beyond this accomplishment and will no doubt be
considered far-and-away the best standard for exhibit label design. Any serious reader will find a
plethora of primary source references to explore, an easy-to-read manual for exhibit label
development, and an optimistic philosophy that includes the belief that visitors do read labels if
they are well designed, and that labels do really make a difference for the visitor experience.--
Stephen Bitgood, professor emeritus of psychology, Jacksonville State University and author of
Social Design in Museums: The Psychology of Visitor Studies, Volumes I and IIImproving a
classic seems a contradiction in terms, but Beverly Serrell has done it with this revised edition of
Exhibit Labels. Her chapters on audience in particular are informed by the nearly two decades of
visitor research published since the first version, providing robust support for her
recommendations. And the new and varied case studies offer practical examples of how
museums are creating and utilizing contemporary approaches such as multilingual labels and
digital interpretive devices.-- Gretchen Jennings, museum blogger and former editor of
Exhibitionist, journal of the National Association for Museum ExhibitionImproving a classic
seems a contradiction in terms, but Beverly Serrell has done it with this revised edition of Exhibit
Labels. Her chapters on audience in particular are informed by the nearly two decades of visitor
research published since the first version, providing robust support for her recommendations.
And the new and varied case studies offer practical examples of how museums are creating and
utilizing contemporary approaches such as multilingual labels and digital interpretive devices. --
Gretchen Jennings, museum blogger and former editor of Exhibitionist, journal of the National
Association for Museum ExhibitionThis second edition of the long-standing museum classic,
Exhibit Labels, is full of great new examples and insights, including more consideration of digital
media. Beverly Serrell’s life-long career in museums, focused on improving the quality and
experience of museum exhibitions, continues to inspire and enlighten.-- Kathleen McLean,
principal of Independent Exhibitions, a museum consulting firmReviewPrevious edition praise:
This book is not merely about choosing words to put on exhibit labels; it is about attracting,
communicating, inspiring, and helping visitors get what they are seeking....Once you have read
this book, it is impossible to ignore it. I find that Serrell's commentary comes to mind during all of
my writing activities. One of the most notable qualities that gives the book its lingering nature is
Serrell's personable voice throughout the text. . . .This is an important text for anyone who is
involved with the creation of exhibitions.― Journal of Interpretation ResearchPrevious edition
praise: This book is not merely about choosing words to put on exhibit labels; it is about



attracting, communicating, inspiring, and helping visitors get what they are seeking....Once you
have read this book, it is impossible to ignore it. I find that Serrell's commentary comes to mind
during all of my writing activities. One of the most notable qualities that gives the book its
lingering nature is Serrell's personable voice throughout the text. . . .This is an important text for
anyone who is involved with the creation of exhibitions.― Journal of Interpretation
ResearchAbout the AuthorSince 1979, Beverly Serrell has been an exhibit and evaluation
consultant with art, history, natural history, and science museums, as well as zoos and
aquariums. Before then, she was head of a museum education department for eight years, and
had shorter stints as a high school science teacher and a research lab technician. Serrell holds
an MA in science teaching in informal settings and a BS in biology. In 1995, she was a guest
scholar at The J. Paul Getty Museum and has received two National Science Foundation grants
to conduct research on visitor behavior in museum exhibitions. She has been a frequent
museum visitor all her life.Read more
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SLIDE.FAVORITE SLEIGHTS FOR TERMINATING TRICKS.Catching Two Cards at
Fingertips.Leaving Selected Card in Hand of Spectator.The Revolution.Cards Rising from the
Hand.CARD TRICKS.The Exclusive Coterie.The Divining Rod.The Invisible Flight.TRICKS
WITH THE PREARRANGED DECK.The Traveling Cards.The Row of Ten Cards.The Acrobatic
Jacks.A Mind-Reading Trick.Power of Concentrated Thought.The Acme of Control.The Card
and Handkerchief.The Top and Bottom Production.The Three Aces.The Card and
Hat.______________{ Tailpiece }FOREWORD.Since its publication in 1902, The Expert at the
Card Table has been in print in one form or another. Written by the pseudonymous S.W.
Erdnase, this manual of card manipulation has taught generations of card players how to cheat.
It has warned honest players of the deception that can stack the odds against them. And it has
enriched the art of magic by transforming the card table into a close-up stage.Its ambitious
scope makes The Expert at the Card Table a historical touchstone for anyone seeking to
understand the pastime and profession of gambling. It has never been bettered as a
psychological guide for deceiving—or avoiding deception—in a game of cards. And as an
instructional guide, the clarity of its descriptions and the grace of its prose put The Expert at the
Card Table in the literary “how-to” pantheon with Il Libro dell’Arte and Mastering the Art of French
Cooking.By making a study of the secrets of dishonest gamblers, whose ruses must succeed
with the unsuspecting audience sitting close at hand, Erdnase uncovered new possibilities for
the card conjurer. He urged magicians to learn the cheating techniques that he teaches in the
first part of his book. And in so doing, he made magic more deceptive by raising it up to meet the
merciless standards of the gaming table.In preparing this special edition, we have sought to
preserve, as closely as possible in an eBook format, the original presentation of The Expert at
the Card Table. Because the original title and copyright pages might contain clues to the
mysterious author’s identity, we have incorporated them, along with the layout of the original
“Contents” pages. However, with the intention of enhancing the book’s usefulness, we have
added an “Errata” that corrects Erdnase’s few technical errors.In one case, where problems with
the printing process seem to have obscured the text, we have selected the correct spelling and
punctuation. Otherwise, we have tried to reproduce The Expert at the Card Table as it was
printed, errors and accidents (?) intact. Where ambiguities and questions about the text arose,
multiple copies of the first edition were consulted, and we wish to thank Jason England and
Andy Lansing for their assistance. We are also very grateful to Chad Krueger for patiently
remastering the illustrations.It is always a delight to see old friends doing well, and this new
edition of The Expert at the Card Table is issued in the hope that it will help S.W. Erdnase
continue inspiring and instructing readers through the 21st Century. Students of deception and



card manipulation should take Erdnase’s words—every one of them—to heart. And lovers of
literature have a treat awaiting them in Erdnase’s lines. As long as the passion for play, the will to
deceive, and an appreciation of artistry is alive, The Expert at the Card Table will find its
audience. It has found you. Enjoy!—Marty Demarest2011ERRATA.The following errors of
description are retained in the text of this edition, which follows the first edition text as accurately
as possible. To aid the reader who wishes to study the various tricks and sleights, we have
identified and provided the incorrect [correct] wording here.i. Card Table Artifice: FANCY BLIND
CUTS; I. To Retain the Complete Stock.“Now suddenly draw out the middle packet with the right
second [third] finger and thumb...”ii. Card Table Artifice: BOTTOM DEALING.“The second [third]
finger and thumb do the work.”iii. Card Table Artifice: BOTTOM DEALING.“After the hold is
established, the main task is in acquiring facility to push out the bottom card with the second
[third] finger tip.”iv. Card Table Artifice: TO HOLD THE LOCATION OF THE CUT WHILE
DEALING.“The little finger can hold the break by pressing against the ball [base] of the
thumb...”v. Card Table Artifice: THREE CARD MONTE.“When the top card is thrown, the left
[right] little finger...”vi. Legerdemain: SHIFTS; The Open Shift.“The left [right] third and little
fingers take no part...”vii. Legerdemain: CARD TRICKS; TRICKS WITH THE PREARRANGED
DECK.“Now we mentally name our nine cards in their order, from the King at the bottom: ‘Three,
Ten, Two, Seven, Nine, Four [Five], Queen, Four, Ace.’”viii. Legerdemain: CARD TRICKS; The
Top and Bottom Production.“This leaves B.’s [C.’s] cards in position.”COPYRIGHT, 1902, BY S.
W. ERDNASE_____ENTERED AT STATIONERS’ HALL, LONDON_____Entered according to
the Act of the Parliament of Canadain the year One Thousand Nine Hundred andTwo, by S. W.
Erdnase, in the Officeof the Minister of Agriculture.PREFACE._______In offering this book to the
public the writer uses no sophistry as an excuse for its existence. The hypocritical cant of
reformed (?) gamblers, or whining, mealy-mouthed pretensions of piety, are not foisted as a
justification for imparting the knowledge it contains. To all lovers of card games it should prove
interesting, and as a basis of card entertainment it is practically inexhaustible. It may caution the
unwary who are innocent of guile, and it may inspire the crafty by enlightenment on artifice. It
may demonstrate to the tyro that he cannot beat a man at his own game, and it may enable the
skilled in deception to take a post-graduate course in the highest and most artistic branches of
his vocation. But it will not make the innocent vicious, or transform the pastime player into a
professional; or make the fool wise, or curtail the annual crop of suckers; but whatever the result
may be, if it sells it will accomplish the primary motive of the author, as he needs the
money.CONTENTS.Introduction.CARD TABLE ARTIFICE.Professional Secrets.Hold-
outs.Prepared Cards.Confederacy.Two Methods of Shuffling.Primary
Accomplishments.Possibilities of the Blind.Uniformity of Action.Deportment.Display of
Ability.Greatest Single Accomplishment.Effect of Suspicion.Acquiring the Art.Importance of
Details.TECHNICAL TERMS. Definitions of.POSITION FOR SHUFFLE.BLIND SHUFFLES.
ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.I. To Retain Top Stock.II. To Retain Top Stock and Shuffle Whole
Deck.III. To Retain Bottom Stock and Shuffle Whole Deck.BLIND RIFFLES AND CUTS.



ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.I. To Retain Top Stock.II. To Retain Bottom Stock.BLIND CUTS.I. To
Retain Bottom Stock. Top Losing One Card.II. To Retain Complete Stock.III. To Retain Top
Stock.IV. To Retain Bottom Stock.V. Combination Riffle and Cuts.FANCY BLIND CUTS.I. To
Retain Complete Stock.II. To Retain Complete Stock.FANCY TRUE CUT. ONE-HANDED.TO
INDICATE THE LOCATION FOR THE CUT.I. By Crimp.II. By Jog.III. By Crimp.IV. By
Jog.BOTTOM DEALING.Top and Bottom Dealing. One Hand.SECOND DEALING.ORDINARY
METHODS OF STOCKING, LOCATING AND SECURING.STOCK SHUFFLE.STOCK
SHUFFLING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.Two Card Stock.Three Card Stock.Four Card Stock.Five
Card Stock.Twelve Card Stock.Euchre Stock.Euchre Stock.CULL SHUFFLING, ERDNASE
SYSTEM OF.To Cull Two Cards.To Cull Three Cards.To Cull Four Cards.To Cull Nine
Cards.PALMING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.Top Palm, First Method.Top Palm, Second
Method.Bottom Palm, First Method.Bottom Palm, Second Method.Bottom Palm when Cards are
Riffled.TO MAINTAIN THE BOTTOM PALM WHILE DEALING.TO HOLD THE LOCATION OF
CUT WHILE DEALING.SHIFTS.Two-Handed Shift.Erdnase Shift, One Hand.Erdnase Shift, Two
Hands.TO ASCERTAIN THE TOP CARDS WHILE RIFFLING AND RESERVE THEM AT
BOTTOM.MODE OF HOLDING THE HAND.SKINNING THE HAND.THE PLAYER WITHOUT
AN ALLY.Dealing Without the Cut.Replacing the Cut as Before.Holding Out for the Cut.Shifting
the Cut.Dealing Too Many.Crimping for the Cut.Replacing Palm When Cutting.The Short
Deck.THREE CARD MONTE.Mexican Monte._____LEGERDEMAIN.SHIFTS.Single Handed
Shift.The Longitudinal Shift.The Open Shift.The S. W. E. Shift.The Diagonal Palm-Shift.THE
BLIND SHUFFLE FOR SECURING SELECTED CARD.FORCING.PALMING.The Back
Palm.CHANGES.The Top Change.The Bottom Change.The Palm Change.The Double Palm
Change.TRANSFORMATIONS. TWO HANDS.First Method.Second Method.Third
Method.Fourth Method.Fifth Method.Sixth Method.TRANSFORMATIONS. ONE HAND.First
Method.Second Method.BLIND SHUFFLES, RETAINING ENTIRE ORDER.First
Method.Second Method.Third Method.Fourth Method.Fifth Method.METHODS FOR
DETERMINING A CARD THOUGHT OF.A. By the Riffle.B. By Springing FlourishC. By the Cut.D.
By the Gaze.TO GET SIGHT OF SELECTED CARD.THE SLIDE.FAVORITE SLEIGHTS FOR
TERMINATING TRICKS.Catching Two Cards at Finger-ends.Leaving Selected Card in Hand of
Spectator.The Revolution.Cards Rising from the Hand._____CARD
TRICKS.EXPLANATORY.THE EXCLUSIVE COTERIE.THE DIVINING ROD.THE INVISIBLE
FLIGHT.THE PREARRANGED DECK.THE TRAVELING CARDS.THE ROW OF TEN
CARDS.THE ACROBATIC JACKS.A MIND READING TRICK.POWER OF CONCENTRATED
THOUGHT.THE ACME OF CONTROL.THE CARD AND HANDKERCHIEF.THE TOP AND
BOTTOM PRODUCTION.THE THREE ACES.THE CARD AND
HAT.INTRODUCTION._______The passion for play is probably as old, and will be as enduring,
as the race of man. Some of us are too timid to risk a dollar, but the percentage of people in this
feverish nation who would not enjoy winning one is very small. The passion culminates in the
professional. He would rather play than eat. Winning is not his sole delight. Some one has



remarked that there is but one pleasure in life greater than winning, that is, in making the
hazard.To be successful at play is as difficult as to succeed in any other pursuit. The laws of
chance are as immutable as the laws of nature. Were all gamblers to depend on luck they would
break about even in the end. The professional card player may enjoy the average luck, but it is
difficult to find one who thinks he does, and it is indeed wonderful how mere chance will at times
defeat the strongest combination of wit and skill. It is almost an axiom that a novice will win his
first stake. A colored attendant of a “club-room,” overhearing a discussion about running up two
hands at poker, ventured the following interpolation: “Don’t trouble ’bout no two han’s, Boss. Get
yo’ own han’. De suckah, he’ll get a han’ all right, suah!” And many old players believe the same
thing. However, the vagaries of luck, or chance, have impressed the professional card player
with a certain knowledge that his more respected brother of the stock exchange possesses, viz.
—manipulation is more profitable than speculation; so to make both ends meet, and incidentally
a good living, he also performs his part with the shears when the lambs come to market.Hazard
at play carries sensations that once enjoyed are rarely forgotten. The winnings are known as
“pretty money,” and it is generally spent as freely as water. The average professional who is
successful at his own game will, with the sublimest unconcern, stake his money on that of
another’s, though fully aware the odds are against him. He knows little of the real value of money,
and as a rule is generous, careless and improvident. He loves the hazard rather than the stakes.
As a matter of fact the principal difference between the professional gambler and the occasional
gambler, is that the former is actuated by his love of the game and the latter by cupidity. A
professional rarely “squeals” when he gets the worst of it; the man who has other means of
livelihood is the hardest loser.Advantages that are bound to ultimately give a percentage in favor
of the professional are absolutely essential to his existence, and the means employed at the
card table to obtain that result are thoroughly elucidated in this work. We have not been impelled
to our task by the qualms of a guilty conscience, nor through the hope of reforming the world.
Man cannot change his temperament, and few care to control it. While the passion for hazard
exists it will find gratification. We have neither grievance against the fraternity nor sympathy for
so-called “victims.” A varied experience has impressed us with the belief that all men who play
for any considerable stakes are looking for the best of it. We give the facts and conditions of our
subject as we find them, though we sorrowfully admit that our own early knowledge was
acquired at the usual excessive cost to the uninitiated.When we speak of professional card
players we do not refer to the proprietors or managers of gaming houses. The percentage in
their favor is a known quantity, or can be readily calculated, and their profits are much the same
as any business enterprise. Where the civil authorities countenance these institutions they are
generally conducted by men of well known standing in the community. The card tables pay a
percentage or “rake off,” and the management provides a “look out” for the protection of its
patrons. Where the gaming rooms must be conducted in secret the probabilities of the player’s
apparent chances being lessened are much greater. However, our purpose is to account for the
unknown percentage that must needs be in favor of the professional card player to enable him to
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Hat.______________{ Tailpiece }FOREWORD.Since its publication in 1902, The Expert at the
Card Table has been in print in one form or another. Written by the pseudonymous S.W.
Erdnase, this manual of card manipulation has taught generations of card players how to cheat.
It has warned honest players of the deception that can stack the odds against them. And it has
enriched the art of magic by transforming the card table into a close-up stage.Its ambitious
scope makes The Expert at the Card Table a historical touchstone for anyone seeking to
understand the pastime and profession of gambling. It has never been bettered as a
psychological guide for deceiving—or avoiding deception—in a game of cards. And as an
instructional guide, the clarity of its descriptions and the grace of its prose put The Expert at the
Card Table in the literary “how-to” pantheon with Il Libro dell’Arte and Mastering the Art of French
Cooking.By making a study of the secrets of dishonest gamblers, whose ruses must succeed
with the unsuspecting audience sitting close at hand, Erdnase uncovered new possibilities for
the card conjurer. He urged magicians to learn the cheating techniques that he teaches in the
first part of his book. And in so doing, he made magic more deceptive by raising it up to meet the
merciless standards of the gaming table.In preparing this special edition, we have sought to
preserve, as closely as possible in an eBook format, the original presentation of The Expert at
the Card Table. Because the original title and copyright pages might contain clues to the
mysterious author’s identity, we have incorporated them, along with the layout of the original
“Contents” pages. However, with the intention of enhancing the book’s usefulness, we have
added an “Errata” that corrects Erdnase’s few technical errors.In one case, where problems with
the printing process seem to have obscured the text, we have selected the correct spelling and



punctuation. Otherwise, we have tried to reproduce The Expert at the Card Table as it was
printed, errors and accidents (?) intact. Where ambiguities and questions about the text arose,
multiple copies of the first edition were consulted, and we wish to thank Jason England and
Andy Lansing for their assistance. We are also very grateful to Chad Krueger for patiently
remastering the illustrations.It is always a delight to see old friends doing well, and this new
edition of The Expert at the Card Table is issued in the hope that it will help S.W. Erdnase
continue inspiring and instructing readers through the 21st Century. Students of deception and
card manipulation should take Erdnase’s words—every one of them—to heart. And lovers of
literature have a treat awaiting them in Erdnase’s lines. As long as the passion for play, the will to
deceive, and an appreciation of artistry is alive, The Expert at the Card Table will find its
audience. It has found you. Enjoy!—Marty Demarest2011FOREWORD.Since its publication in
1902, The Expert at the Card Table has been in print in one form or another. Written by the
pseudonymous S.W. Erdnase, this manual of card manipulation has taught generations of card
players how to cheat. It has warned honest players of the deception that can stack the odds
against them. And it has enriched the art of magic by transforming the card table into a close-up
stage.Its ambitious scope makes The Expert at the Card Table a historical touchstone for
anyone seeking to understand the pastime and profession of gambling. It has never been
bettered as a psychological guide for deceiving—or avoiding deception—in a game of cards.
And as an instructional guide, the clarity of its descriptions and the grace of its prose put The
Expert at the Card Table in the literary “how-to” pantheon with Il Libro dell’Arte and Mastering the
Art of French Cooking.By making a study of the secrets of dishonest gamblers, whose ruses
must succeed with the unsuspecting audience sitting close at hand, Erdnase uncovered new
possibilities for the card conjurer. He urged magicians to learn the cheating techniques that he
teaches in the first part of his book. And in so doing, he made magic more deceptive by raising it
up to meet the merciless standards of the gaming table.In preparing this special edition, we have
sought to preserve, as closely as possible in an eBook format, the original presentation of The
Expert at the Card Table. Because the original title and copyright pages might contain clues to
the mysterious author’s identity, we have incorporated them, along with the layout of the original
“Contents” pages. However, with the intention of enhancing the book’s usefulness, we have
added an “Errata” that corrects Erdnase’s few technical errors.In one case, where problems with
the printing process seem to have obscured the text, we have selected the correct spelling and
punctuation. Otherwise, we have tried to reproduce The Expert at the Card Table as it was
printed, errors and accidents (?) intact. Where ambiguities and questions about the text arose,
multiple copies of the first edition were consulted, and we wish to thank Jason England and
Andy Lansing for their assistance. We are also very grateful to Chad Krueger for patiently
remastering the illustrations.It is always a delight to see old friends doing well, and this new
edition of The Expert at the Card Table is issued in the hope that it will help S.W. Erdnase
continue inspiring and instructing readers through the 21st Century. Students of deception and
card manipulation should take Erdnase’s words—every one of them—to heart. And lovers of



literature have a treat awaiting them in Erdnase’s lines. As long as the passion for play, the will to
deceive, and an appreciation of artistry is alive, The Expert at the Card Table will find its
audience. It has found you. Enjoy!—Marty Demarest2011ERRATA.The following errors of
description are retained in the text of this edition, which follows the first edition text as accurately
as possible. To aid the reader who wishes to study the various tricks and sleights, we have
identified and provided the incorrect [correct] wording here.i. Card Table Artifice: FANCY BLIND
CUTS; I. To Retain the Complete Stock.“Now suddenly draw out the middle packet with the right
second [third] finger and thumb...”ii. Card Table Artifice: BOTTOM DEALING.“The second [third]
finger and thumb do the work.”iii. Card Table Artifice: BOTTOM DEALING.“After the hold is
established, the main task is in acquiring facility to push out the bottom card with the second
[third] finger tip.”iv. Card Table Artifice: TO HOLD THE LOCATION OF THE CUT WHILE
DEALING.“The little finger can hold the break by pressing against the ball [base] of the
thumb...”v. Card Table Artifice: THREE CARD MONTE.“When the top card is thrown, the left
[right] little finger...”vi. Legerdemain: SHIFTS; The Open Shift.“The left [right] third and little
fingers take no part...”vii. Legerdemain: CARD TRICKS; TRICKS WITH THE PREARRANGED
DECK.“Now we mentally name our nine cards in their order, from the King at the bottom: ‘Three,
Ten, Two, Seven, Nine, Four [Five], Queen, Four, Ace.’”viii. Legerdemain: CARD TRICKS; The
Top and Bottom Production.“This leaves B.’s [C.’s] cards in position.”ERRATA.The following
errors of description are retained in the text of this edition, which follows the first edition text as
accurately as possible. To aid the reader who wishes to study the various tricks and sleights, we
have identified and provided the incorrect [correct] wording here.i. Card Table Artifice: FANCY
BLIND CUTS; I. To Retain the Complete Stock.“Now suddenly draw out the middle packet with
the right second [third] finger and thumb...”ii. Card Table Artifice: BOTTOM DEALING.“The
second [third] finger and thumb do the work.”iii. Card Table Artifice: BOTTOM DEALING.“After
the hold is established, the main task is in acquiring facility to push out the bottom card with the
second [third] finger tip.”iv. Card Table Artifice: TO HOLD THE LOCATION OF THE CUT WHILE
DEALING.“The little finger can hold the break by pressing against the ball [base] of the
thumb...”v. Card Table Artifice: THREE CARD MONTE.“When the top card is thrown, the left
[right] little finger...”vi. Legerdemain: SHIFTS; The Open Shift.“The left [right] third and little
fingers take no part...”vii. Legerdemain: CARD TRICKS; TRICKS WITH THE PREARRANGED
DECK.“Now we mentally name our nine cards in their order, from the King at the bottom: ‘Three,
Ten, Two, Seven, Nine, Four [Five], Queen, Four, Ace.’”viii. Legerdemain: CARD TRICKS; The
Top and Bottom Production.“This leaves B.’s [C.’s] cards in position.”COPYRIGHT, 1902, BY S.
W. ERDNASE_____ENTERED AT STATIONERS’ HALL, LONDON_____Entered according to
the Act of the Parliament of Canadain the year One Thousand Nine Hundred andTwo, by S. W.
Erdnase, in the Officeof the Minister of Agriculture.COPYRIGHT, 1902, BY S. W.
ERDNASE_____ENTERED AT STATIONERS’ HALL, LONDON_____Entered according to the
Act of the Parliament of Canadain the year One Thousand Nine Hundred andTwo, by S. W.
Erdnase, in the Officeof the Minister of Agriculture.PREFACE._______In offering this book to the



public the writer uses no sophistry as an excuse for its existence. The hypocritical cant of
reformed (?) gamblers, or whining, mealy-mouthed pretensions of piety, are not foisted as a
justification for imparting the knowledge it contains. To all lovers of card games it should prove
interesting, and as a basis of card entertainment it is practically inexhaustible. It may caution the
unwary who are innocent of guile, and it may inspire the crafty by enlightenment on artifice. It
may demonstrate to the tyro that he cannot beat a man at his own game, and it may enable the
skilled in deception to take a post-graduate course in the highest and most artistic branches of
his vocation. But it will not make the innocent vicious, or transform the pastime player into a
professional; or make the fool wise, or curtail the annual crop of suckers; but whatever the result
may be, if it sells it will accomplish the primary motive of the author, as he needs the
money.PREFACE._______In offering this book to the public the writer uses no sophistry as an
excuse for its existence. The hypocritical cant of reformed (?) gamblers, or whining, mealy-
mouthed pretensions of piety, are not foisted as a justification for imparting the knowledge it
contains. To all lovers of card games it should prove interesting, and as a basis of card
entertainment it is practically inexhaustible. It may caution the unwary who are innocent of guile,
and it may inspire the crafty by enlightenment on artifice. It may demonstrate to the tyro that he
cannot beat a man at his own game, and it may enable the skilled in deception to take a post-
graduate course in the highest and most artistic branches of his vocation. But it will not make the
innocent vicious, or transform the pastime player into a professional; or make the fool wise, or
curtail the annual crop of suckers; but whatever the result may be, if it sells it will accomplish the
primary motive of the author, as he needs the money.CONTENTS.Introduction.CARD TABLE
ARTIFICE.Professional Secrets.Hold-outs.Prepared Cards.Confederacy.Two Methods of
Shuffling.Primary Accomplishments.Possibilities of the Blind.Uniformity of
Action.Deportment.Display of Ability.Greatest Single Accomplishment.Effect of
Suspicion.Acquiring the Art.Importance of Details.TECHNICAL TERMS. Definitions
of.POSITION FOR SHUFFLE.BLIND SHUFFLES. ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.I. To Retain Top
Stock.II. To Retain Top Stock and Shuffle Whole Deck.III. To Retain Bottom Stock and Shuffle
Whole Deck.BLIND RIFFLES AND CUTS. ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.I. To Retain Top Stock.II. To
Retain Bottom Stock.BLIND CUTS.I. To Retain Bottom Stock. Top Losing One Card.II. To Retain
Complete Stock.III. To Retain Top Stock.IV. To Retain Bottom Stock.V. Combination Riffle and
Cuts.FANCY BLIND CUTS.I. To Retain Complete Stock.II. To Retain Complete Stock.FANCY
TRUE CUT. ONE-HANDED.TO INDICATE THE LOCATION FOR THE CUT.I. By Crimp.II. By
Jog.III. By Crimp.IV. By Jog.BOTTOM DEALING.Top and Bottom Dealing. One Hand.SECOND
DEALING.ORDINARY METHODS OF STOCKING, LOCATING AND SECURING.STOCK
SHUFFLE.STOCK SHUFFLING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.Two Card Stock.Three Card
Stock.Four Card Stock.Five Card Stock.Twelve Card Stock.Euchre Stock.Euchre Stock.CULL
SHUFFLING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.To Cull Two Cards.To Cull Three Cards.To Cull Four
Cards.To Cull Nine Cards.PALMING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.Top Palm, First Method.Top Palm,
Second Method.Bottom Palm, First Method.Bottom Palm, Second Method.Bottom Palm when



Cards are Riffled.TO MAINTAIN THE BOTTOM PALM WHILE DEALING.TO HOLD THE
LOCATION OF CUT WHILE DEALING.SHIFTS.Two-Handed Shift.Erdnase Shift, One
Hand.Erdnase Shift, Two Hands.TO ASCERTAIN THE TOP CARDS WHILE RIFFLING AND
RESERVE THEM AT BOTTOM.MODE OF HOLDING THE HAND.SKINNING THE HAND.THE
PLAYER WITHOUT AN ALLY.Dealing Without the Cut.Replacing the Cut as Before.Holding Out
for the Cut.Shifting the Cut.Dealing Too Many.Crimping for the Cut.Replacing Palm When
Cutting.The Short Deck.THREE CARD MONTE.Mexican
Monte._____LEGERDEMAIN.SHIFTS.Single Handed Shift.The Longitudinal Shift.The Open
Shift.The S. W. E. Shift.The Diagonal Palm-Shift.THE BLIND SHUFFLE FOR SECURING
SELECTED CARD.FORCING.PALMING.The Back Palm.CHANGES.The Top Change.The
Bottom Change.The Palm Change.The Double Palm Change.TRANSFORMATIONS. TWO
HANDS.First Method.Second Method.Third Method.Fourth Method.Fifth Method.Sixth
Method.TRANSFORMATIONS. ONE HAND.First Method.Second Method.BLIND SHUFFLES,
RETAINING ENTIRE ORDER.First Method.Second Method.Third Method.Fourth Method.Fifth
Method.METHODS FOR DETERMINING A CARD THOUGHT OF.A. By the Riffle.B. By
Springing FlourishC. By the Cut.D. By the Gaze.TO GET SIGHT OF SELECTED CARD.THE
SLIDE.FAVORITE SLEIGHTS FOR TERMINATING TRICKS.Catching Two Cards at Finger-
ends.Leaving Selected Card in Hand of Spectator.The Revolution.Cards Rising from the
Hand._____CARD TRICKS.EXPLANATORY.THE EXCLUSIVE COTERIE.THE DIVINING
ROD.THE INVISIBLE FLIGHT.THE PREARRANGED DECK.THE TRAVELING CARDS.THE
ROW OF TEN CARDS.THE ACROBATIC JACKS.A MIND READING TRICK.POWER OF
CONCENTRATED THOUGHT.THE ACME OF CONTROL.THE CARD AND
HANDKERCHIEF.THE TOP AND BOTTOM PRODUCTION.THE THREE ACES.THE CARD
AND HAT.CONTENTS.Introduction.CARD TABLE ARTIFICE.Professional Secrets.Hold-
outs.Prepared Cards.Confederacy.Two Methods of Shuffling.Primary
Accomplishments.Possibilities of the Blind.Uniformity of Action.Deportment.Display of
Ability.Greatest Single Accomplishment.Effect of Suspicion.Acquiring the Art.Importance of
Details.TECHNICAL TERMS. Definitions of.POSITION FOR SHUFFLE.BLIND SHUFFLES.
ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.I. To Retain Top Stock.II. To Retain Top Stock and Shuffle Whole
Deck.III. To Retain Bottom Stock and Shuffle Whole Deck.BLIND RIFFLES AND CUTS.
ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.I. To Retain Top Stock.II. To Retain Bottom Stock.BLIND CUTS.I. To
Retain Bottom Stock. Top Losing One Card.II. To Retain Complete Stock.III. To Retain Top
Stock.IV. To Retain Bottom Stock.V. Combination Riffle and Cuts.FANCY BLIND CUTS.I. To
Retain Complete Stock.II. To Retain Complete Stock.FANCY TRUE CUT. ONE-HANDED.TO
INDICATE THE LOCATION FOR THE CUT.I. By Crimp.II. By Jog.III. By Crimp.IV. By
Jog.BOTTOM DEALING.Top and Bottom Dealing. One Hand.SECOND DEALING.ORDINARY
METHODS OF STOCKING, LOCATING AND SECURING.STOCK SHUFFLE.STOCK
SHUFFLING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.Two Card Stock.Three Card Stock.Four Card Stock.Five
Card Stock.Twelve Card Stock.Euchre Stock.Euchre Stock.CULL SHUFFLING, ERDNASE



SYSTEM OF.To Cull Two Cards.To Cull Three Cards.To Cull Four Cards.To Cull Nine
Cards.PALMING, ERDNASE SYSTEM OF.Top Palm, First Method.Top Palm, Second
Method.Bottom Palm, First Method.Bottom Palm, Second Method.Bottom Palm when Cards are
Riffled.TO MAINTAIN THE BOTTOM PALM WHILE DEALING.TO HOLD THE LOCATION OF
CUT WHILE DEALING.SHIFTS.Two-Handed Shift.Erdnase Shift, One Hand.Erdnase Shift, Two
Hands.TO ASCERTAIN THE TOP CARDS WHILE RIFFLING AND RESERVE THEM AT
BOTTOM.MODE OF HOLDING THE HAND.SKINNING THE HAND.THE PLAYER WITHOUT
AN ALLY.Dealing Without the Cut.Replacing the Cut as Before.Holding Out for the Cut.Shifting
the Cut.Dealing Too Many.Crimping for the Cut.Replacing Palm When Cutting.The Short
Deck.THREE CARD MONTE.Mexican Monte._____LEGERDEMAIN.SHIFTS.Single Handed
Shift.The Longitudinal Shift.The Open Shift.The S. W. E. Shift.The Diagonal Palm-Shift.THE
BLIND SHUFFLE FOR SECURING SELECTED CARD.FORCING.PALMING.The Back
Palm.CHANGES.The Top Change.The Bottom Change.The Palm Change.The Double Palm
Change.TRANSFORMATIONS. TWO HANDS.First Method.Second Method.Third
Method.Fourth Method.Fifth Method.Sixth Method.TRANSFORMATIONS. ONE HAND.First
Method.Second Method.BLIND SHUFFLES, RETAINING ENTIRE ORDER.First
Method.Second Method.Third Method.Fourth Method.Fifth Method.METHODS FOR
DETERMINING A CARD THOUGHT OF.A. By the Riffle.B. By Springing FlourishC. By the Cut.D.
By the Gaze.TO GET SIGHT OF SELECTED CARD.THE SLIDE.FAVORITE SLEIGHTS FOR
TERMINATING TRICKS.Catching Two Cards at Finger-ends.Leaving Selected Card in Hand of
Spectator.The Revolution.Cards Rising from the Hand._____CARD
TRICKS.EXPLANATORY.THE EXCLUSIVE COTERIE.THE DIVINING ROD.THE INVISIBLE
FLIGHT.THE PREARRANGED DECK.THE TRAVELING CARDS.THE ROW OF TEN
CARDS.THE ACROBATIC JACKS.A MIND READING TRICK.POWER OF CONCENTRATED
THOUGHT.THE ACME OF CONTROL.THE CARD AND HANDKERCHIEF.THE TOP AND
BOTTOM PRODUCTION.THE THREE ACES.THE CARD AND
HAT.INTRODUCTION._______The passion for play is probably as old, and will be as enduring,
as the race of man. Some of us are too timid to risk a dollar, but the percentage of people in this
feverish nation who would not enjoy winning one is very small. The passion culminates in the
professional. He would rather play than eat. Winning is not his sole delight. Some one has
remarked that there is but one pleasure in life greater than winning, that is, in making the
hazard.To be successful at play is as difficult as to succeed in any other pursuit. The laws of
chance are as immutable as the laws of nature. Were all gamblers to depend on luck they would
break about even in the end. The professional card player may enjoy the average luck, but it is
difficult to find one who thinks he does, and it is indeed wonderful how mere chance will at times
defeat the strongest combination of wit and skill. It is almost an axiom that a novice will win his
first stake. A colored attendant of a “club-room,” overhearing a discussion about running up two
hands at poker, ventured the following interpolation: “Don’t trouble ’bout no two han’s, Boss. Get
yo’ own han’. De suckah, he’ll get a han’ all right, suah!” And many old players believe the same



thing. However, the vagaries of luck, or chance, have impressed the professional card player
with a certain knowledge that his more respected brother of the stock exchange possesses, viz.
—manipulation is more profitable than speculation; so to make both ends meet, and incidentally
a good living, he also performs his part with the shears when the lambs come to market.Hazard
at play carries sensations that once enjoyed are rarely forgotten. The winnings are known as
“pretty money,” and it is generally spent as freely as water. The average professional who is
successful at his own game will, with the sublimest unconcern, stake his money on that of
another’s, though fully aware the odds are against him. He knows little of the real value of money,
and as a rule is generous, careless and improvident. He loves the hazard rather than the stakes.
As a matter of fact the principal difference between the professional gambler and the occasional
gambler, is that the former is actuated by his love of the game and the latter by cupidity. A
professional rarely “squeals” when he gets the worst of it; the man who has other means of
livelihood is the hardest loser.Advantages that are bound to ultimately give a percentage in favor
of the professional are absolutely essential to his existence, and the means employed at the
card table to obtain that result are thoroughly elucidated in this work. We have not been impelled
to our task by the qualms of a guilty conscience, nor through the hope of reforming the world.
Man cannot change his temperament, and few care to control it. While the passion for hazard
exists it will find gratification. We have neither grievance against the fraternity nor sympathy for
so-called “victims.” A varied experience has impressed us with the belief that all men who play
for any considerable stakes are looking for the best of it. We give the facts and conditions of our
subject as we find them, though we sorrowfully admit that our own early knowledge was
acquired at the usual excessive cost to the uninitiated.When we speak of professional card
players we do not refer to the proprietors or managers of gaming houses. The percentage in
their favor is a known quantity, or can be readily calculated, and their profits are much the same
as any business enterprise. Where the civil authorities countenance these institutions they are
generally conducted by men of well known standing in the community. The card tables pay a
percentage or “rake off,” and the management provides a “look out” for the protection of its
patrons. Where the gaming rooms must be conducted in secret the probabilities of the player’s
apparent chances being lessened are much greater. However, our purpose is to account for the
unknown percentage that must needs be in favor of the professional card player to enable him to
live.INTRODUCTION._______The passion for play is probably as old, and will be as enduring,
as the race of man. Some of us are too timid to risk a dollar, but the percentage of people in this
feverish nation who would not enjoy winning one is very small. The passion culminates in the
professional. He would rather play than eat. Winning is not his sole delight. Some one has
remarked that there is but one pleasure in life greater than winning, that is, in making the
hazard.To be successful at play is as difficult as to succeed in any other pursuit. The laws of
chance are as immutable as the laws of nature. Were all gamblers to depend on luck they would
break about even in the end. The professional card player may enjoy the average luck, but it is
difficult to find one who thinks he does, and it is indeed wonderful how mere chance will at times



defeat the strongest combination of wit and skill. It is almost an axiom that a novice will win his
first stake. A colored attendant of a “club-room,” overhearing a discussion about running up two
hands at poker, ventured the following interpolation: “Don’t trouble ’bout no two han’s, Boss. Get
yo’ own han’. De suckah, he’ll get a han’ all right, suah!” And many old players believe the same
thing. However, the vagaries of luck, or chance, have impressed the professional card player
with a certain knowledge that his more respected brother of the stock exchange possesses, viz.
—manipulation is more profitable than speculation; so to make both ends meet, and incidentally
a good living, he also performs his part with the shears when the lambs come to market.Hazard
at play carries sensations that once enjoyed are rarely forgotten. The winnings are known as
“pretty money,” and it is generally spent as freely as water. The average professional who is
successful at his own game will, with the sublimest unconcern, stake his money on that of
another’s, though fully aware the odds are against him. He knows little of the real value of money,
and as a rule is generous, careless and improvident. He loves the hazard rather than the stakes.
As a matter of fact the principal difference between the professional gambler and the occasional
gambler, is that the former is actuated by his love of the game and the latter by cupidity. A
professional rarely “squeals” when he gets the worst of it; the man who has other means of
livelihood is the hardest loser.Advantages that are bound to ultimately give a percentage in favor
of the professional are absolutely essential to his existence, and the means employed at the
card table to obtain that result are thoroughly elucidated in this work. We have not been impelled
to our task by the qualms of a guilty conscience, nor through the hope of reforming the world.
Man cannot change his temperament, and few care to control it. While the passion for hazard
exists it will find gratification. We have neither grievance against the fraternity nor sympathy for
so-called “victims.” A varied experience has impressed us with the belief that all men who play
for any considerable stakes are looking for the best of it. We give the facts and conditions of our
subject as we find them, though we sorrowfully admit that our own early knowledge was
acquired at the usual excessive cost to the uninitiated.When we speak of professional card
players we do not refer to the proprietors or managers of gaming houses. The percentage in
their favor is a known quantity, or can be readily calculated, and their profits are much the same
as any business enterprise. Where the civil authorities countenance these institutions they are
generally conducted by men of well known standing in the community. The card tables pay a
percentage or “rake off,” and the management provides a “look out” for the protection of its
patrons. Where the gaming rooms must be conducted in secret the probabilities of the player’s
apparent chances being lessened are much greater. However, our purpose is to account for the
unknown percentage that must needs be in favor of the professional card player to enable him to
live.
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J. Ditch, “Exactly what I wanted. Item arrived fast and in excellent condition. Title on exterior was
different but reaffirmed to the original title after the cover-leaf materials. The book to have for
sure.”

Jonathan Fesmire, “You Must Study Erdnase. Read this, and you'll never think of card games the
same way again.This book is amazing, whether you want to cheat at Poker or perform the most
astonishing card magic.Now, don't cheat at Poker. Instead, study this book and learn to cheat at
cards, because it will help you become a better magician.The first two thirds of the book is all
about how to shuffle, cut, and deal cards to your advantage in any card game. The last third
covers the use of these slights, and more, when performing card magic, and explains a number
of excellent tricks.It's tough to learn the moves from the book alone. While Erdnase explains
them in detail, they're the sort of moves that are much easier to learn if you can see someone
performing them. Because of this, I recommend getting one of the various DVD instructional sets
for "The Expert at the Card Table."I still need to watch my DVD set, but I wanted to read the book
first. It's easy to get through if you don't worry too much about visualizing the moves exactly. Get
a general idea of what he's describing, and what each move does, and remind yourself that
you'll be able to see them in action when you watch video instruction.Just having that basic
understanding of what was possible, of what the various slights could produce, keep me
interested. I mean, I know how Three Card Monte works now, and why it's so tough to beat!If you
want to learn card magic, at some point, you will need to study Erdnase.”

Old man, “very complicated, but extremely helpful. this is a great Book for those wish to become
excellent cardplayers. It explains how to manipulate yes you practice a normal deck of cards.
person who wrote book was a Master at all he did. Book is great for anyone seriously willing to
follow his instructions”

david, “A must-read for all sleight-of-hand enthusiasts.. What is there to say about this book that
hasn't been said. It's a classic, it's Erdnase. If you're a card magician, Gambler, or sleight of hand
enthusiastic in any way it's required reading. It's also not the easiest read ever so prepare to
break out your dictionary for clarification. But this is a Decent quality version of the book without
getting too cheap or too expensive. Still looks nice in your bookshelf and has a nice feel to the
cover without breaking the bank.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My favorite. My favorite book on cards. Also known as the card players
bible. I've studied this book long time and it's done me a lot of good.”

Joe Schmo, “Magician or not, it’s still an excellent read.. This book is amazing! whether you want
to be the next Shin Lim or casually impress people at parties, this book will help you understand



the mechanics or card manipulation. After reading it, I have a newfound appreciation for those
who have mastered these techniques.”

daryl renaud, “Great read.. Awesome book”

Ash, “Perfect. Lovely item arrived in good time”

Kazza, “Fab. Fab loved it”

Gonçalo, “Excellent size and quality. One of the best books about magic, Great quality print”

Andrew Middleton, “there is no greater magic book, it is just .... there is no greater magic book, it
is just the ultimate one. it covers almost all the slights i know of (thats a lot) and there are some
very ingenious card trick in there.”

The book by S. W. Erdnase has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 367 people have provided feedback.
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